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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
It is a well written article to uncover the prevalence and characteristics of MSK injury

among upper extremity orthopedic surgeons, and authors also explored associated risk

factors and explored the impact of these injuries on the surgeon's practice. Generally, it

is a meaningful study, which could draw attention and promote development of

operative room setup and ergonomics, and as a result reduce occupational hazards of

surgeons. However, there are some problems with the manuscript. Major problems 1.

The statistic method used in each comparison is not very clear, and I don't think

one-way anova method is appropriate for this study. Actually, age, years in practice,

annual caseload, etc. are independent variables, while the outcome (such as MSK injury

or not) is dependent variable, and in this study all the dependent variables could only be

divided into 2 groups (with MSK injury or not; with treatment or not; with time-off leave

or not), so there is no need for one-way anova method. 2. For continuous variables like

'age' and 'annual caseload', I think student t test is more sensitive to detect difference

between two groups (such as 'with MSK injury or not; with treatment or not; with

time-off leave or not'), there is no need to divide these variables into different age groups

or annual caseload groups. 3. The tables in the manuscript should be designed to be

more scientific, logic and clear. Minor problems 1. There is no reference for the survey

used in the study, or could add the modified version as a supplemental material 2. Are

all the surgeons in ASES or CSES only do upper extremity practice? 3. Because the

respondent rate is really low, If possible, authors could compare the democratic

characteristics of responders with those of ASES or CSEC members. If similar, could

partly reduce the bias.
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1. Why you chose 'one way anova' statistic method? This was not clearly answered. 2. I

didn't find the Tables in the revised manuscript.


